FUSION SERIES
S I D E - A N D H I G H B OA R D S

Fusion has a series of elegant sideboards and highboards. All doors and drawers
are soft closing, drawers fully extending. There are adjustable shelf behind each
door. The metal legs, with or without veneer, gives the series a modern look. All
cabinets are fully veneered on the back - so they can be free standing.

www.pbjdesignhouse.com

Designed by
Morten Svendsen

FUSION Sideboard
No 162176

Sideboard with 2 doors
and 3 drawers. One shelf
befind each door.
L 176 W 45 H 76 cm.

FUSION XL Sideboard
No 162233

Dining Sideboard with 4
doors and 2 drawers. One
large shelf in each side
behind 2 doors.
L 233 W 45 H 90 cm.

FUSION Highboard
No 162110

Highboard with 3 doors
and 3 drawers. One shelf
behind each door.
L 110 W 40 H 138 cm.

FUSION SERIES
Fusion has a series of sideboards and highboards, with veneered cabinets and fronts in eighter
striking intarsia or straight veneer – or maybe one of our beautiful laminate colors – please see
below. All doors and drawers are soft closing, drawers fully extending. There is one adjustable
shelf behind each door. The metal legs gives the sideboards a modern look - you can choose
black metal, or metal with light oak or walnut veneer.

CO LO U R S A N D M AT E R I A L S
CABINET

43 Light oak
mat lac

87 Black oak
mat lac

75 Walnut oil

LEGS

Black metal w/
veneer
43 Light oak
mat lac

Black metal

Black metal
w/ veneer
75 Walnut oil

DOORS AND DRAWERS
VENEER

87 Black oak
mat lac

40 Light Oak
intarsia

43 Light oak
mat lac

70 Walnut
intarsia

75 Walnut oil

HPL
LAMINAT

101 White

110 Seed

128 Earth

131 Storm

184 Nero
Stone

FENIX
(NANO)
LAMINATE

201 Bianco
White

204 Deep
Black

210 Dark
Warm Grey

219 Verde

222 Grigio

ARPA
(MARBLE)
LAMINATE

301
Yule White

302
Yule Grey

303
Pulpis Light

304
Pulpis Dark

QUALITY FURNITURE SINCE 1968
PBJ Designhouse was founded in 1968 by Per
Buhl Jørgensen. Since 1996 the proud design
and craftmanship tradition has been carried
on by Morten Svendsen, and the company
has invested in larger production facilities to
follow the strong demand.
DANISH DESIGN
PBJ Designhouse has a tradition of bringing
together furniture architects and certified
cabinet makers since the start.
This has turned the company into an
exponent of Denmark’s proud traditions in
furniture – when creativity and quality unite,
the result reaches new heights.

FURNITURE WITH A CONSCIENCE
All wood used at PBJ Designhouse comes
from state approved plantations, where the
logs are individually selected and gently
harvested.
We often produce furniture with veneer. The
reason for this is twofold. It reduces the use
of solid timber, thereby conserving natural
resources. Secondly, the MDF that the veneer
cover is made with recycled wood which
is better for the environment whilst still
producing a strong and high-quality surface.
All of our timber and veneer are carefully
hand sorted so that the grain patterns and
color variations are as natural as possible.

Your specialist dealer:

PBJ Designhouse
Skovvænget 2
DK-7860 Spøttrup
Denmark
pbj@pbjdesignhouse.com
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